New guild coins reward

TL;DR-recap:
The new system is better, unless your guild is smaller than 17 members or less
than 52% of your guild members (in total) is active.

Introduction
In the new system the size of your guild and the total amount of active players in
your guild are important. Inactivity will cost you guild coins that you would have
earn otherwise. On the other hand, lazy players won’t enjoy the benefits of the
work of others in your guild: only when you complete your guild task, you will get
guild coins.

Increase of reward
Most guilds will receive more guild coins because of this new system. At least,
that is the general idea. I will give some examples, all based on the assumption
that you are a level 46+ player. For players of level 45 or lower, the new system
will always be a better system.

Example 1: 50 guild members, 60% of all players is active
Old reward: 104 guild coins
New reward: (30 active players / 50 players) * 183 GC = 110 guild coins

Example 2: 25 guild members, 75% of all players is active
Old reward: 88 guild coins
New reward: (19 active players / 25 players) * 129 GC = 98 guild coins

Example 3: 99 guild members, 55 % of all players is active
Old reward: 136 guild coins
New reward: (54 active players / 99 players) * 263 GC = 145 guild coins

Downsides
With the new system the lesser active or more social guilds will be punished for
their lack of quickly completing the guild quests. Let me show you some graphs to
point out what I mean with this.

Example 1: less than 52 % of guild is active

This graph shows the reward in the current system (blue) and the new system
(red) with a guild that is 51% active (in total). On the left there are the amount of
guild coins that you get as reward. Below is the amount of active players that
completes the guild task.
As you can see, the new system rewards less than the current system.
(continuous on next page)

Example 2: less than 17 members

This graph shows the reward in the current system (blue) and the new system
(red) with a guild that is 75% active (in total). On the left there are the amount of
guild coins that you get as reward. Below is the amount of active players that
completes the guild task.
In the current system 75% of the active players must complete the guild task for
the grand reward. As you can see, from 13 active players (= 17 players in guild)
the new reward is the same as before. With less players in your guild, the current
system is better than the new system.
(continuous on next page)

Example 3: 61% active

This graph shows the reward in the current system (blue) and the new system
(red) with a guild that is 61% active (in total). On the left there are the amount of
guild coins that you get as reward. Below is the amount of active players that
completes the guild task.
Here you can see that at 61% total guild activity in 50% of the cases there is an
improvement with the new system compared to the current system.
When less than 61% is active, the improvement drops to 0% of the cases at 51%
active players.
When more than 61% is active, the improvement increases to 99% of the cases at
100% active players.
(continuous on next page)

Concluding
For most guilds, this will be an improvement. There will be a bigger reward for
more active guilds. That in itself is good. But there should be some slight
rebalancing with the new rewards. Because… some guilds like to be small or don’t
want to remove some inactive members for all kind of sentimental reasons.
Maybe the smaller guilds should be rewarded better, even more steep than the
new system does right now (with the current numbers).

Finaly… this the graph for 25% active guild. Just to show that there are some big
changes about to come for big guilds with just a small number of active players.
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